The Youth Got Healthcare Conference, organized by the Leadership & Innovation Lab, is a dedicated platform to showcase our students’ impressive efforts, innovation and leadership in the healthcare field.

These students, committed to combining their interest in medicine/healthcare and their passion for serving their communities, will be sharing with us their various entrepreneurial initiatives in domains ranging from care for senior citizens to dentistry.

📅 APRIL 6, 2024
⏰ 7AM PT | 10AM ET | 10PM BEIJING TIME
📍 VIRTUAL

**DR MICHAEL LEWIS**
Keynote Speaker

- Former Admissions Committee Member, Geisel School of Medicine at Dartmouth College
- Former Professor and Chairman of Orthopedics, Icahn School of Medicine at Mount Sinai
- MD, Cornell School of Medicine
- MBA, Vanderbilt University
- BA, Tufts University

---

**Program & Speakers**

10-10.20am ET: Keynote Speech by Dr Lewis
10.20-10.30am ET: Cognitive Compass Connections by Lydia Sun
10.30-10.40am ET: Melodies as Medicine by Jonathan Hus
10.40-10.50am ET: Pink Packs by Leora Tripp
10.50-11 am ET: Project Bright Smiles by Renee Jia
11-11.15am ET: Q&A; Sharing of LIL resources dedicated to projects in healthcare